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EXPERIENCE

UCF Short film 'Forget Me Not'2019-2021
Story Artist and Co-2D Lead 
Collaborated with story team to develop plot, comedic gags and character arcs within sequences.
Storyboarded and pitched major plot points in a quick and clear way to clarify movements, camera positions
and emotional acting in a script-driven production. Lead 2D animation team by organizing shot assignments,
meetings and feedback. 

HerCampus (UCF campus affiliated) 
Graphic Designer and Writer
Wrote rough drafts and fully edited articles alongside concepting and creating visual artworks that provides
visual narratives alongside written work. Collaborated with the Executive Board by e-mailing proofs of
illustration / design pieces that fit the organization's aesthetic and mission statement of empowering women
writers.

2018-2019

SOFTWARE Storyboard Pro, Adobe Creative Suite, Microsoft Office, Google Suite, Autodesk Maya

TRAITS Organized, hardworking, enjoys collaboration, team-oriented, comedic, sociable and
approachable, and uncannily adept at creating a music playlist for any occasion!

LANGUAGES English, Spanish (Fluent)

QUALIFICATIONS

ORGANIZATIONS Latinx in animation, Women in Animation, RAD Artists, MIA Volunteer 2020 - 2022

EDUCATION May 2021 University of Central Florida     .     Bachelor of Fine Arts: Character Animation

2020-2022 Rise Up Animation / Women in Animation Mentee
Participated in mentor feedback sessions to receive feedback while also taking initiative to expand
industry knowledge by attending workshops / panels. 

Mobile App Game 'Water King'
Art Director
Developed Character Designs, 2D Animations and Color Designs while collaborating with a team and
adapted to quick deadline changes in a deadline driven environment by being flexible and embracing
change. 

2021-2021

Allied Universal
Human Resource Coordinator
Strengths in public speaking while leading and translating employee orientation and organizing large classes
of new hires for training and clarification of company policies. Inputting classified data entry, scheduling, and
problem solving employee issues. 

2022-Present


